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Abstract

We articulate a dialectical argumentation framework for qualitative repre-
sentation of epistemic uncertainty in scientific domains. The framework is
grounded in specific philosophies of science and theories ofrational mutual
discourse. We study the formal properties of our framework and provide it
with a game theoretic semantics. With this semantics, we examine the rela-
tionship between the snaphots of the debate in the frameworkand the long
run position of the debate, and prove a result directly analogous to the stan-
dard (Neyman-Pearson) approach to statistical hypothesistesting. We believe
this formalism for representating uncertainty has value indomains with only
limited knowledge, where experimental evidence is ambiguous or conflict-
ing, or where agreement between different stakeholders on the quantification
of uncertainty is difficult to achieve. All three of these conditions are found
in assessments of carcinogenic risk for new chemicals.

SHORTITLE: Argumentation and Uncertainty

KEYWORDS: Dialectical Argumentation, Qualitative Reasoning, Uncertainty
Representation.

1 Introduction

We seek to build intelligent systems which can reason autonomously about the risk
of carcinogenicity of chemicals, drawing on whatever theoretical or experimental
evidence is available. Claims of carcinogenicity may be based on a several different
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types of evidence [27, 28, 76]: experimental results of the chemical on tissue cul-
tures; bioassay experiments on animals; human epidemiological studies; analytical
comparisons with known carcinogens; or explication of biomedical causal path-
ways.1 Evidence from these different sources may conflict, and carcinogen risk
assessment usually involves the comparison and resolutionof multiple evidence.
In a celebrated case, exposure to formaldehyde was shown in animal bioassays
to cause significant increases in the incidence of nasal cancers in rats, but not in
mice. Retrospective epidemiological studies of humans whose work exposed them
to the chemical, such as morticians, yielded no such increases. However, these hu-
man studies did reveal a statistically significant increasein the incidence of brain
cancers, for which there were no plausible bio-medical causal mechanisms [27].2

How should such epistemic uncertainty be represented? Any attempt to gen-
erate a quantified measure of uncertainty runs into three major difficulties. Firstly,
relationships between evidence and conclusions are not straightforward. As we
have shown in previous work [53], to assert a carcinogenic risk to humans from
animal bioassay evidence, for example, may require as many as a dozen distinct
types of inference, none of which is conclusive. Consequently, each will poten-
tially introduce some uncertainty into the final assertion.Although there has been
some effort to quantify the effects of this (e.g. [24, 29]), this area is still poorly
understood, and there is no reason to believe that chemicalsyet to be tested or even
invented will follow the patterns of past chemicals. Secondly, how does one com-
bine evidence from different sources, such as animal bioassay and epidemiological
evidence? The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency guidelines for carcinogenic
risk assessment [76] and proposed revisions [77] may be seenas rules for the com-
bination of different types of evidence, but these still leave a great deal of freedom
of interpretation to the risk assessor. These first two difficulties demonstrate that
any quantification of uncertainty requires the adoption of many subjective assump-
tions and assessments. This leads to the third difficulty facing quantification efforts,
that of achieving agreement between different people. Debates over the potential
health risk of chemicals are often contentious, no doubt dueto the high stakes and
conflicting interests involved, and typically agreement isnot readily forthcoming.
It has even been argued that much uncertainty may be a political artefact, estab-
lished, maintained and propagated by participants in environmental health debates
to serve their political or other interests [42]. Even without differing interests,
reasonable people may disagree on the interpretation of ambiguous or conflicting

1Automated prediction of chemical properties, such as carcinogenicity, on the basis of chemical
structure and analytic comparisons with other chemicals isan active area of research, e.g. [15, 73].
However this work has not looked at combining such differenttypes of evidence for properties.

2Subsequent epidemiological studies have provided statistically-significant evidence for human
nasal and other cancers from exposure to formaldehyde [82].
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evidence. In the formaldehyde case, for instance, the US Environmental Protection
Agency produced, within a six month period in 1981, two opposite assessments of
formaldehyde’s human carcinogenic risk from precisely thesame data [52].3

Given these problems with quantification, we seek a qualitative representa-
tion of uncertainty. Moreover, because claims of carcinogenicity may be based on
multiple types of evidence, an argumentation framework would seem appropriate,
as such a framework may permit the combination of disparate categories of data.
Argumentation formalisms have previously been used to represent uncertainty in
intelligent systems (e.g. [43]), but typically using a monolectical approach, where
arguments for and against a proposition are combined in somemanner to produce
an overall summary case. However, debates in the carcinogenic risk domain are
usually polyphonic, with different participants arguing for or against a proposition
from different perspectives and assumptions, and even withdifferent views of what
constitutes valid reasoning. To model this rational cacophony, and represent uncer-
tainty within it, we have therefore adopted a dialectical argumentation framework.

Formal models of dialectical argument were proposed by philosophers Charles
Hamblin [33, 34] and Jim MacKenzie [50, 51] to study fallacious reasoning.4

These formal approaches have since formed the basis for studies of dialogue from
the perspective of linguistics [11] and from argumentationtheory [79]. Within Ar-
tificial Intelligence, formal dialogue models have been applied to modeling legal
argument [7, 25], to debates over local urban planning decisions [26], to the de-
sign of software components [74], and to interactions between intelligent software
agents, such as persuasion dialogues and negotiations [4, 5, 61].5 However, one dif-
ference between dialectical argumentation systems for legal applications and those
for multi-agent systems is that the former sometimes assumea common knowledge
base, either from the outset, or constructed by means of the dialogue. This is nei-
ther desirable nor possible for multi-agent systems, whereautonomous agents may
have many reasons not to share or pool their knowledge, including legal privacy
requirements, national security concerns or plain self-interest. Our application is
in between these two extremes. We do not assume the participants commence with
a common knowledge base, nor that one is necessarily constructed in the course of
the dialogue. Yet, claims may, as will be shown, be accepted by “the community”

3The changed assessment occurred after a change in management, which reinforces the point
being made here.

4A formal model of dialectical argumentation was also developed by Paul Lorenzen and his col-
leagues [47, 48] to provide a game-theoretic semantics for intuitionistic logic. These models have
since been applied, for example, to logics for quantum physics [57].

5Recent reviews of argumentation in AI include [13, 66], which discuss theoretical aspects, and
[10], which reviews applications. In addition, an international symposium of philosophers, linguists
and computer scientists met recently to identify open questions at the interface of argumentation and
computation [68].
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on the basis of the arguments presented for and against them by the participants in
the dialogue. However, this may happen without a single participant expressing a
personal commitment to the claim. This is as should be: the republic of science is a
democracy not a dictatorship; individual scientists may express strong reservations
with currently accepted theory while still using it as the best available.

This paper presents our detailed framework for an intelligent system for the
carcinogenic risk assessment domain, a framework we have previously termed a
Risk Agora [53]. We ground our framework in a specific philosophy of science,
based on work of philosophers Marcello Pera and Paul Feyerabend, and a formal
philosophical model of rational dialogue, from work of philosophers David Hitch-
cock, Jürgen Habermas and Robert Alexy. These models are presented in the next
Section. Section 3 defines our formalism, and Section 4 examines its properties.
Section 5 presents an example of its application, while Section 6 concludes with a
discussion of future work.

2 A Dialectical Model of Scientific Inquiry

2.1 Scientific discourse

Nicholas Rescher [71], a philosopher of logic and argumentation, claims to have
been the first to propose a dialectical framework for the progress of scientific in-
quiry. Similarly, James Freeman [21], another argumentation theorist, discusses
scientific discourse in his study of generic argument structure. Both these ap-
proaches are from an argumentation theory perspective rather than from the phi-
losophy of science, and so neither is grounded in, nor engages with, a detailed
understanding of actual scientific practice. As a consequence, the frameworks pro-
posed could easily be applied to other, non-scientific, domains.

One novel approach from a philosophy of science perspectiveis the dialecti-
cal model of scientific discourse proposed by Marcello Pera [62]. Pera views the
enterprise of science as a three-person dialogue, involving a scientific investigator,
Nature and a skeptical scientific community. In this model, the investigator pro-
poses theoretical explanations of scientific phenomena andundertakes scientific
experiments to test these. The experiments lead to “replies” from Nature in the
form of experimental evidence. However, Nature’s responses are not given directly
or in a pure form, but are mediated through the third participant, the scientific com-
munity, which interprets the evidence, undertakes a debateas to its meaning and
implications, and eventually decides in favor or against proposed theoretical expla-
nations. We have adopted Pera’s model for our application, and provided Nature
with a formal role, manifested through the contributions ofthe other participants.

Although more specific than Rescher’s or Freeman’s models, Pera’s model of
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modern science as a dialogue game could still be applied to domains which do not
share science’s success in explaining and predicting natural phenomena. We be-
lieve, therefore, that our model requires an explanation ofthe success of science.
Some philosophers of science believe this is due to the application of universal
principles of assessment of proposed scientific theories, such as the confirmation-
ism of Rudolph Carnap or the falsificationism of Karl Popper [64]. However, we do
not share these views, instead believing, with Paul Feyerabend [17], that the stan-
dards of assessment used by any scientific community are domain-, context- and
time-dependent. This view, that there are neither universal nor objective standards
by which scientific theories can be judged, was called “epistemological anarchism”
by Imre Lakatos [45]. Moreover, there is a methodological problem with falsifi-
cationism in our chosen domain of carcinogenicity. As many have argued (e.g.
Hansson [35]), it is not possible to falsify statements of the form“ChemicalX has
carcinogenic effects,”because one can never completely eliminate the possibility
of very weak effects. For instance, if the effects of a carcinogen at the levels of
typical exposure are very small or its actions are long delayed, sample sizes in the
millions or billions may be required to have reasonable confidence of identifying
the effects of typical exposure levels in a statistical experiment [72].

Instead of the application of universal principles of assessment of theories, we
believe science’s success arises in part from applying two normative principles of
conduct: firstly, that every theoretical explanation proposed by a scientific inves-
tigator is contestable by anyone;6 and secondly, that every theoretical explanation
adopted by a scientific community is defeasible.7 In other words, all scientific the-
ories, no matter how compelling, are always tentative, being held only until better
explanations are found, and anyone may propose these. Note that in saying all
conclusions are always defeasible, we are not specifying the manner by which they
may be overthrown: defeasibility is thus a more general concept than falsification-
ism. Contestability distinguishes science from, say, extreme political ideologies,
such as Nazism or the Juche philosophy of Kim Il Sung. Defeasibility distin-
guishes science from, say, traditional religion or creationism. On the other hand,
both principles apply to human endeavours commonly thoughtof as scientific but
which may fail criteria such as predictive capability (e.g.paleontology; climatol-
ogy; macro-economics) or falsifiability (e.g. sociobiology; Freudian psychology).

To build an intelligent system based on these principles, wetherefore require a
(normative) model of scientific discourse which enables contestation and defeasi-

6At least, by anyone from within the scientific community concerned. While an argument may
only be given serious consideration by a scientific community when it arises from a member of that
community, there usually are no formal barriers to anyone seeking to join the community. Double-
blind reviewing of research papers reinforces this openness.

7These two principles are each necessary to explain science’s success, but not sufficient.
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bility of claims. Our model has several components. At the highest level, we are
attempting to model a discourse between reasonable, consenting scientists, who
accept or reject arguments only on the basis of their relative force. To model de-
bates of this type we draw on two sources: firstly, we utilize certain principles of
rational mutual inquiry proposed by philosopher David Hitchcock [38]. These pro-
vide a series of high-leveldesideratafor the conduct of a debate, consistent with
our epistemological anarchist standpoint on the philosophy of science. Secondly,
we draw upon the philosophy of Discourse Ethics developed byJürgen Habermas
[32] for debates in ethical and moral domains. Habermas’s rules of discourse were
first fully articulated by Robert Alexy [3], and these are at alower level than Hitch-
cock’s principles.8 Together they form the basis of the desired properties of the
Agora formalism.

Next, within this structure, we wish to be able to model dialogues in which
different participants variously posit, assert, contest,justify, qualify and retract
claims. To represent such activity requires a model of an argument, and we use
Stephen Toulmin’s model [75], within a dialectical framework. To embody our be-
lief in epistemological anarchism, we permit participantsto contest any component
of a scientific argument: its premises; its rules of inference (Toulmin’s “warrants”);
its degrees of support (his “modalities”); and its consequences. We believe this is
exactly what real scientists do when confronted with new theoretical explanations
of natural phenomena [17]. When a scientific claim is thus contested, its proponent
may respond, not only by retracting it, but by qualifying it in some way, perhaps re-
ducing its scope of applicability. Arne Naess [59] called this process “precizating”,
and we seek to enable such responses in the system. We thus ground our formalism
for the Agora in a model of scientific discourse as dialectical argumentation.

In an influential typology, Doug Walton and Erik Krabbe [79] identified sev-
eral types of dialogue, distinguished by their initial situations, the goals of their
participants, and the goals of the dialogue itself (which may differ from those of
its participants). The dialogue types were: Persuasion dialogues; Negotiations;
Inquiries; Deliberations; Information-seeking dialogues; and Eristic (strife-ridden)
dialogues. Scientific dialogues may have elements of several of these categories:
one view would see scientific activity as a pure Inquiry dialogue, where partici-
pants collaborate to prove or disprove some hypothesis of interest. However, this
assumes an hypothesis has been explicitly stated, and priorwork — involving data
collection, data analysis, theory development and much thinking, especially coun-
terfactual thinking — may be needed to induce or form an hypothesis. All these
activities may be undertaken or supported through dialogue. Moreover, once a sci-
entist adopts a position on an open issue, the debate which then occurs is more

8Alexy’s rules have some similarity with Grice’s Maxims for Conversation [30].
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like a Persuasion dialogue, where each side seeks to convince the other sides of
the correctness of its views. These exchanges can be quite emotionally charged, so
that some may view them as Eristic dialogues. Because scientific practice does not
fit neatly into the categories of Walton and Krabbe we have notused this typology
in the work reported here.

2.2 Desired Agora properties

As mentioned, we desire our Agora formalism to satisfy Hitchcock’s principles
of rational mutual inquiry, and Alexy’s lower-level rules for a reasoned discourse
[3]. We begin by listing Hitchcock’s Principles, adapted for multiple participation
dialogues, and numberered H1 through H18. The linguistic labels are those of
Hitchcock.

H1 Externalization: The rules should be formulated in terms of verifiable lin-
guistic behaviour.

H2 Dialectification: The content and methods of dialogue should be subject to
the agreement of participants, without any prior imposition.

H3 Mutuality: No statement becomes a commitment of a participant unless heor
she specifically accepts it.

H4 Turn-taking: At most one person speaks at a time.

H5 Orderliness: One issue is raised at a time and is dealt with before proceeding
to others.

H6 Staging: An inquiry dialogue should proceed by a series of stages, from ini-
tial clarification of the question at issue and on the methodsof resolving it,
through data gathering and intepretation, to formation of arguments.

H7 Logical Pluralism: Arguments should permit both deductive and non-deductive
forms of inference.

H8 Rule-consistency:There should be no situation where the rules prohibit all
acts, including the null act.

H9 Semantic Openness:The rules should not force any participant to accept any
statement, even when these follow by deduction from previous statements.

H10 Realism: The rules must make agreement between participants a realistic
possibility.
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H11 Retraceability: Participants must be free at all times to supplement, change
or withdraw previous tentative commitments.

H12 Role reversal: The rules should permit the responsibility for initiating sug-
gestions to shift between participants.

H13 Experiential Appeal: The rules should permit direct mutual appeal to expe-
rience.

H14 Openness:There should be no restrictions on the content of contributions.

H15 Tentativeness:Participants should be free to make tentative suggestions as
well as assertions.

H16 Tracking: The rules should make it possible to determine at any time the
cumulative commitments, rights and obligations of each participant.

H17 Termination: There should be rules for the orderly termination of the dia-
logue. Hitchcock proposes that an inquiry terminate as soonas (a) a partic-
ipant declares an intention to abandon it, (b) in two successive turns neither
participant has a suggestion for consideration, or (c) there is agreement on
the conclusion of the discussion.

H18 Allocation of Burden of Proof: The burden of proof remains with the partic-
ipant who makes a suggestion, even after contestation by another Participant.

Note that Principles H5 (Orderliness) and H6 (Staging) may conflict with Principle
H2 (Dialectification). Since we believe the conduct of the dialogue, including the
content, nature, duration and sequencing of any stages should be a matter for the
participants to decide as part of the debate, we do not imposeany external struc-
ture or content-requirements on the dialogue. Accordingly, our formalism does
not implement these two principles. For the same reason, we do not impose any
Termination Rules (Principle H17). In any case, the ultimate defeasibility of all
scientific claims means that no scientific debate is ever completed. As will be seen
below, the manner in which we implement Principle H16 (Tracking) will enable
an observer at any time to obtain a “snap-shot” of the status of a debate, including
an assessment of those statements adopted by the community concerned as (de-
feasibly) true. Finally, we assume that our formalism is to be implemented on a
sequential processor, so that Principle H4 (turn-taking) will be guaranteed, and so
not require specific implementation.

In contrast to Hitchcock’s generic principles, Alexy’s rules for reasoned dis-
course were intended to guide discussion of ethical and moral matters and are at a
lower level of specification. In restating them, we have re-ordered them, and have
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ignored rules specific to ethical questions. We have also ignored Alexy’s rules re-
garding the relevance of utterances, since our formalism isintended for debate re-
garding only one chemical at a time. Moreover, we have modified the rules slightly
to conform to Hitchcock’s Principles. For instance, Alexy’s rules require partici-
pants to assert only claims for which they have an argument, acondition which
cannot be verified directly, thus conflicting with PrincipleH1. Instead, we permit
participants to assert any statement (Property A3), but also permit any other par-
ticipant to request the argument justifying this assertion(Property A5).9 We have
also added a property (A8) concerning precization, and added linguistic labels to
the presentation.

In articulating these rules as desirable properties of our formalism, we have
adopted a terminology which will be given precise definitionin Section 3. In
essence, a grounded argument for a claim is an argument whichbegins from some
premises and proceeds according to some specified rules of inference. A conse-
quential argument from a claim is an argument from a claim to some consequence,
again using specified rules of inference. A valued argument is one to which the
participant has assigned degrees of support (in the form of modality labels) to
premises, inference rules and conclusions.

A1 Freedom of Assembly: Anyone may participate in the Agora, and they may
execute dialogue moves at any time, subject only to move-specific conditions
(defined in Section 2 below).

A2 Common Language: Participation entails acceptance of the semantics for the
logical language used, and of the associated modality (degrees of support)
dictionaries.

A3 Freedom of Speech:Any participant may assert any claim or consequence of
a claim.

A4 Freedom to Challenge Claims:Any participant may question or challenge
any claim or any consequence of a claim.

9Note that some argumentation formalisms for multi-agent systems insist that agents making
assertions must first verify that they have an argument for the statement in their own knowledge
base, e.g. [4]. Such conditions are analogous to thesincerityrequirements of agent languages, such
as thefeasibility pre-conditionin the FIPA Agent Communications Language [18, p.48]. Conditions
such as these may be suitable for some applications, e.g. information-seeking dialogues, but not
for others, e.g. deliberations. In deliberative dialogues, for example, it may be in the interests of
every agent to consider suggestions inconsistent with or unprovable from their own prior and partial
knowledge.
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A5 Arguments required for Claims: Any participant who asserts a claim (re-
spectively, a consequence of a claim) must provide a valued grounded ar-
gument for that claim (respectively, a valued consequential argument from
the claim) if queried or challenged by another participant.

A6 Freedom to Challenge Arguments:Any participant may question or challenge
the grounds, the rules of inference or the modalities for anyclaim.

A7 Freedom of Modal Disagreement:Whenever a participant asserts a valued
grounded argument for a claim (or a valued consequential argument from a
claim), any other participant may assert a valued grounded argument (respec-
tively, a valued consequential argument) for the same claimwith different
dictionary values.

A8 Precization: A participant who has provided a grounded argument for a claim
which has been challenged should be able to respond by qualifying (precizat-
ing) the original claim or argument.

A9 Proportionate Defence: Any participant who provides a grounded argument
for, or a consequential argument from, a claim is not required to provide
further defence if no counter-arguments are provided by other participants.

A10 No Contradictions: No participant may contradict him or herself.

3 The Risk Agora Formalism

3.1 Preliminary definitions

We begin by assuming the system is intended to represent debate regarding the
carcinogenicity of a specific chemical, and that statementsconcerning this can be
expressed in a propositional languageL, whose well-formed formulae (wffs) we
denote by lower-case Greek letters. Subsets ofL (i.e. sets of wffs) are denoted by
upper-case Greek letters, andL is assumed closed under the usual connectives. We
assume multiple modes of inference (warrants) are possible, these being denoted
by `i. These may include non-deductive modes of reasoning, and wemake no
presumptions regarding their validity in any truth model.10 We assume a finite set
of debate participants, denoted byPi, who are permitted to introduce new wffs
and new modes of inference at any time. We denote Nature, in its role in the

10This liberal view allows our rules of inference to be used to represent scientific causal mecha-
nisms, debate over which is arguably the origin of all scientific dialogue.
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debate, by the italicized nameNatureor by the symbolPN . Likewise, the scientific
community as a whole in the Agora is called theAgoraor denotedPA.

Definition 1: A grounded argument for a claim�, denotedA(! �), or A, is a 3-
tuple(G;R; �), whereG = (�0; �1;�1; �2; : : : ;�n�2; �n�1;�n�1) is an ordered
sequence of wffs�i and possibly-empty sets of wffs�i, with n � 1 and withR =(`1;`2; : : : ;`n) an ordered sequence of inference rules such that:�0 `1 �1;�1; �1 `2 �2;

...�n�1; �n�1 `n �:
In other words, each�k (k = 1; : : : ; n� 1) is derived from the preceding wff�k�1
and set of wffs�k�1 as a result of the application of the k-th rule of inference,`k. The rules of inference in any argument may be non-distinct.We call the setf�k�1g [ �k�1 thegrounds(or premises) for �k. Also, an argument(G0; R0; �k),
whereG0 = (�0; �1;�1; �2; : : : ;�k�1) andR0 = (`1;`2; : : : ;`k), is called a
subsidiary argumentof A(! �).
Definition 2: A consequential argument from a claim�, denotedA(� !), is a
3-tuple (�;R;C), whereC = (�0; �1;�1; �2; : : : ;�n�2; �n�1;�n�1; �n) is an
ordered sequence of wffs�i and possibly-empty sets of wffs�i, with n � 1, and
withR = (`1;`2; : : : ;`n) an ordered sequence of inference rules such that:�0; � `1 �1;�1; �1 `2 �2;

...�n�1; �n�1 `n �n:
In other words, the wffs�k in C are derivations from� arising from the successive
application of the rules of inference inR, and we call each�k in C a consequence
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of �. We also say writeA(� ! �n), which is aconsequential argument of�n from�.11

In order that participants may effectively state and contest degrees of com-
mitment to claims, we require a common dictionary of degreesof commitment
or support (what Toulmin called “modalities”). Our formalism will support any
agreed dictionary, whether quantitative (such as a set of probability values or be-
lief measures) or qualitative (such as non-numeric symbolsor linguistic qualifiers),
provided there is an agreed partial order on its elements. Wedefine dictionaries for
modalities for claims, grounds, consequences and rules of inference.

Definition 3: Four modality dictionariesare defined as follows, each being a (pos-
sibly infinite) set of elements having a partial order. Theclaims dictionaryis de-
noted byDC , thegrounds dictionarybyDG, theconsequences dictionarybyDQ,
and theinference dictionarybyDI .

Because claims, grounds and consequences are all elements of the same lan-
guageL, two or more of the dictionariesDC ,DG andDQ may be the same. How-
ever, a distinct dictionary will generally be required forDI .12 Because of our belief
in epistemological anarchism, we do not specify rules of assignment of dictionary
labels by participants in the Agora. In particular, the labels assigned to the con-
clusions and consequences of arguments are not constrainedby those assigned to
premises or rules of inference.

Example 1:The generic argumentation dictionary defined for assessment of risk by
[44] is an example of a linguistic dictionary for statementsabout claims, grounds
or consequences, comprising the set:fCertain, Confirmed, Probable, Plausible,
Supported, Openg. The elements of this dictionary are listed in descending order,
with each successive label indicating a weaker belief in theclaim.

Example 2: Two examples of Inference Dictionaries areDI = fValid, Invalidg,DI = fAcceptable, Sometimes Acceptable, Open, Not Acceptableg. The dictio-
nary fConclusive, Probabilistic, Presumptive, Suggestive, Noneg could also be
used, provided participants first agreed a partial order on its elements.

11Note that these definitions assume the Cut rule. It would be possible to formulate the definitions
without Cut, by creating a grand set of premises� = �0 [�1 [ : : :[�n�1 and then using this set
as a common antecedent premise for each inference`i. We have not done this in order to emphasize
the context-dependence of label assignments allowed underDefinition 4. In other words, expressing
arguments in the way we have done in Definitions 1 and 2 makes clear that the assignment of a label
to each inference rulèi depends on the specific values of the antecedent premises,�i�1 and�i�1,
but not on other elements of�.

12In [55], we define a formalism for arguments over acceptability of rules of inference.
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Definition 4: A valued grounded argument for a claim�, denotedA(! �;D), is
a 4-tuple(G;R; �;D), where(G;R; �) is a grounded argument for� and D =( ~d0; ~d1; : : : ; ~dn�1; d�; r1; r2; : : : ; rn) is an ordered sequence of labels and vectors
of labels, with each~di a vector of dictionary labels fromDC (for i = 0; : : : ; n�1),
with d� 2 DC and withri 2 DI (for i = 1; : : : ; n). Each vector~di comprises those
values of the Claims Dictionary assigned to groundsf�ig [ �i, the elementd� is
that value of the Claims Dictionary assigned to� and each elementri is that value
of the Inference Dictionary assigned tòi. A valued consequential argument from
a claim�, denotedA(� !;D) or A(� ! �n;D), is defined similarly.

Note that modality labels assigned by participants will be revisable in the course
of a debate.

3.2 Utterance rules

We next define the rules for discourse participants, building on the definitions
above. Moves are denoted by 2-ary or 3-ary functions of the form name(Pi: .
), where the first argument denotes the participant executingthe move. If the move
responds to an earlier move by another participant, that earlier move is the second
argument. Arguments are separated by colons. We present each move M in the
following format:

Precons:Any moves required before M can be executed.
Move: The syntax of M.
Meaning:A textual description of move M.
Response:Any responses required following execution of M.
CS Update:Any amendments to the commitment stores of participants.

The definition and updating rules for participant commitment stores will be given
in Section 3.3. In the rules of the Agora, we make a distinction between proposed
claims and asserted claims, with the latter, but not the former, leading to Agora
commitments on behalf of the participant making them. Likewise, commitments
are incurred by a participant who accepts proposed or asserted claims made by
other participants. Consequently, only asserted claims made or accepted need to
be retracted if the participant desires to express a change of opinion to the Agora.
Proposed claims can thus be made or accepted both for a claim and for its negation,
without contradicting oneself (Rule 3.10).

In Section 4, we will consider to what extent these rules giveoperational effect
to the Desired Properties listed in Section 2.
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Rule 1: Query and Assertion Moves

Move 1.1 Pose Claim:

Precons:None.

Move: pose(Pi :! �?)

Meaning: ParticipantPi asks the Agora if there is a grounded argument
for �.

Response:If any participantPj has such an argument, she may present it
with: showarg(Pj : A(! �;D)).

CS Update:None.

Move 1.2 Propose Claim:

Precons:None.

Move: propose(Pi : (�; d�))
Meaning:ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she has a grounded

argument for�, and has assigned it a modality ofd�, where� 2 L andd� 2 DC[f g. The use of the empty set ford� indicates that the participant
has not assigned a modality label to the claim.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 1.3 Assert Claim:

Precons:None.

Move: assert(Pi : (�; d�))
Meaning:ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she has a valued grounded

argument for�, and has assigned it a modality ofd�, where� 2 L andd� 2 DC , which she believes is compelling.

Response:No moves required.

CS Update:(�; d�) inserted intoCS(Pi).
Move 1.4 Query Proposed Claim:

Precons: propose(Pi : (�; d�))
Move: query(Pj :propose(Pi : (�; d�)))
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Meaning: ParticipantPj asks participantPi for her valued grounded ar-
gument for claim�, following the latter’s Propose Claim move.

Response:Pi must respond with:showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)).
CS Update:None.

Move 1.5 Query Asserted Claim:

Precons: assert(Pi : (�; d�))
Move: query(Pj :assert(Pi : (�; d�))).
Meaning: ParticipantPj asks participantPi for her valued grounded ar-

gument for claim�, following the latter’s Assert Claim move.

Response:Provided the claim� has not been retracted under Move 3.8
since its assertion,Pi must respond with:showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)).

CS Update:None.

Move 1.6 Show Grounded Argument:

Precons:None.

Move: showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)).

Meaning: ParticipantPi presents the Agora with her valued, grounded
argument for� 2 L andD a sequence of labels and vectors of labels defined
as in Definition 4.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 1.7 Pose Consequence:

Precons:None.

Move: posecons(Pk : �!?)

Meaning: ParticipantPk asks the Agora if there is a consequential argu-
ment from�.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 1.8 Propose Consequence:

Precons:None.

Move: proposecons(Pi : (�; �; d�))
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Meaning: ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she has a consequential
argument of� from �, and has assigned it a modality ofd�, where�; � 2 L
andd� 2 DQ [ f g.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 1.9 Assert Consequence:

Precons:None.

Move: assertcons(Pi : (�; �; d�))
Meaning: ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she has a valued conse-

quential

argument of� from �, which she believes is compelling, and has assigned
it a modality ofd�, where�; � 2 L andd� 2 DQ.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 1.10 Query Proposed Consequence:

Precons: proposecons(Pi : (�; �; d�))
Move: querycons(Pj :proposecons(Pi : (�; �; d�)))
Meaning:ParticipantPj asks participantPi for her valued consequential

argument for� from �, following the latter’s Propose Consequence move.

Response:Pi must respond with:showcons(Pi : A(� ! �;D)).

CS Update:None.

Move 1.11 Query Asserted Consequence:

Precons: assertcons(Pi : (�; �; d�))
Move: querycons(Pj :assertcons(Pi : (�; �; d�)))
Meaning:ParticipantPj asks participantPi for her valued consequential

argument for� from �, following the latter’s Assert Consequence move.

Response:Pi must respond with:showcons(Pi : A(� ! �;D)).

CS Update:None.

Move 1.12 Show Consequential Argument:

Precons:None.

Move: showcons(Pi : A(�! �;D)).
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Meaning:ParticipantPi presents the Agora with her valued consequential
argument for� from �, where� 2 L andD a sequence of labels and vectors
of labels defined as in Definition 4.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 1.13 Propose Mode of Inference:

Precons:None.

Move: proposeinf(Pi : (`t; rt))
Meaning: ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she believes that`t is a

mode of inference of strength at leastrt, wherert 2 DI [ f g.
Response:None required.

CS Update:None. 2
Note that the query and assertions rules are not symmetric between grounded and
consequential arguments: participants may only propose orassert claims for which
they have grounded arguments, but they need not necessarilyhave considered the
consequences of these claims. Next, we explicitly define theContest Proposed
Claim move, theContest Asserted Claimmove and the associated query moves.
However, for reasons of brevity, we state only the syntax of the other contestation
moves, and omit their associated query moves.

Rule 2: Contestation Moves

Move 2.1 Contest Proposed Claim:

Precons: propose(Pi : (�; d�))
Move: contest(Pj :propose(Pi : (�; d�)))
Meaning: ParticipantPj informs the Agora that she contests eitherPi’s

conclusion� and/or the modalityd� assigned to� in the latter’s Proposed
Claim.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 2.2 Contest Asserted Claim:

Precons: assert(Pi : (�; d�))
Move: contest(Pj :assert(Pi : (�; d�)))
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Meaning: ParticipantPj informs the Agora that she contests eitherPi’s
conclusion� and/or the modalityd� assigned to� in the latter’s Asserted
Claim.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 2.3 Query Contested Proposed Claim:

Precons: contest(Pj :propose(Pi : (�; d�)))
Move: query(Pk :contest(Pj :propose(Pi : (�; d�))))
Meaning:ParticipantPk queries the contestation byPj of Pi’s Proposed

Claim.

Response: propose(Pj : (�; d0�)) (where d0� 6= d�) OR propose(Pj :(:�; d0�)), (whered0� > d�).
Meaning:ParticipantPj must respond to the query either with an assign-

ment of an alternative modalityd0� for claim �, OR with with a stronger
assertion of the negation of�.

CS Update:None.

Move 2.4 Query Contested Asserted Claim:

Precons: contest(Pj :assert(Pi : (�; d�)))
Move: query(Pk :contest(Pj :assert(Pi : (�; d�))))
Meaning:ParticipantPk queries the contestation byPj of Pi’s Proposed

Claim.

Response: assert(Pj : (�; d0�)) (whered0� 6= d�) OR assert(Pj : (:�; d0�)),
(whered0� > d�).

Meaning:ParticipantPj must respond to the query either with an assign-
ment of an alternative modalityd0� for claim �, OR with with a stronger
assertion of the negation of�.

CS Update:None.

Move 2.5 Contest Ground:

Move: contestground(Pj : showarg(Pi : A(! �;D) : (�t; d�t))
Move 2.6 Contest Inference:

Move: contestinf(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D) : `t))
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Move 2.7 Contest Modality:

Move: contestmod(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)))
Move 2.8 Contest Consequence:

Move: contestcons(Pj :showcons(Pi : A(�! �;D) : (�t; d�t))) 2
We next define moves for acceptance, modification and retraction of claims and
modalities. As before, where a move is similar to earlier moves, we state this and
present only the syntax of the later move. Note that Move 3.3(Change Modali-
ties) allows a participant to revise her assignment of modalitiesto a valued argu-
ment. Similarly, declarations of modal beliefs expressed in other moves (e.g. in
acceptassert) may also be revised by subsequently executing the same movewith
a different set of dictionary values.

Rule 3: Resolution Moves

Move 3.1 Accept Proposed Claim:

Precons:Both propose(Pi : (�; d�)) andshowarg(Pi : A(! �;D))

Move: acceptprop(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)))
Meaning: ParticipantPj informs the Agora that she accepts the claim�

proposed earlier by participantPi. This move is equivalent to executing the
following two moves in sequence:

propose(Pj : (�; d�)) andshowarg(Pj : A(! �;D)),

except thatPj does not incur the obligation to respond to any query under
Move 1.4 that is incurred by theproposemove.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 3.2 Accept Asserted Claim:As for the previous move, but for asserted
claims.

Move: acceptassert(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)))
CS Update:(�; d�) inserted intoCS(Pj).

Move 3.3 Change Modalities:

Precons: showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)) and notretract(Pi : assert(Pi :(�; d�)))
Move: showarg(Pi : A(! �;D0))
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Meaning: ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she wishes to revise the
modalities assigned in an earlier valued argument for�, fromD toD0, whereD0 6= D.

Response:None required.

CS Update:(�; d0�) replaces(�; d�) in CS(Pi).
Move 3.4 Accept Mode of Inference:As for Move 3.1 (Accept Proposed Claim),

but for modes of inference:

Move: acceptinf(Pj :proposeinf(Pi : (`t; rt)))
Move 3.5 Accept Consequence:As for Move 3.1 (Accept Proposed Claim), but

for consequences:

Move: acceptcons(Pj :showcons(Pi : A(�! �;D)))
Move 3.6 Precizate Proposed Claim:

Precons:Both propose(Pi : (�; d�)) andshowarg(Pi : A(! �;D)) and
not retract(Pi : assert(Pi : (�; d�)))

Move: precizate(Pi :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)): A0(! �;D0))
Meaning:ParticipantPi informs the Agora that she wishes to qualify her

earlier argumentA(! �;D) with the argumentA0(! �;D0), where these
two arguments are identical except that: (a) the latter begins from ground� [ �0 instead of�0, with � \ �k = fg (8k = 0; 1; : : : ; n � 1) and� \ � = fg, and (b)D0 may be different toD.

Response:None required.

CS Update:None.

Move 3.7 Precizate Asserted Claim:

Precons: Both assert(Pi : (�; d�)) andshowarg(Pi : A(! �;D)) and
not retract(Pi : assert(Pi : (�; d�)))

Move: precizate(Pi :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)): A0(! �;D0))
Meaning:As for the previous move, but for asserted rather than proposed

claims.

Response:None required.

CS Update:If d0�) 6= d�), then(�; d0�) replaces(�; d�) in CS(Pi)
Move 3.8 Retract Asserted Claim:

Precons: assert(Pi : (�; d�))
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Move: retract(Pi : assert(Pi : (�; d�)))
Meaning: Any participantPi who has earlier asserted a claim for� may

withdraw it at any time. This move releasesPi from the obligation of re-
sponding to any query under Move 1.5.

Response:None required.

CS Update:(�; d�) removed fromCS(Pi)
Move 3.9 Retract Accepted Claim:

Precons: acceptassert(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)))
Move: retract(Pj : assert(Pi : (�; d�)))
Meaning:As for the previous rule, but for accepted asserted claims.

Response:None required.

CS Update:(�; d�) removed fromCS(Pj)
Move 3.10 No contradiction: Any participantPi who asserts� may not at any

time subsequently assert or accept an assertion for:�, unless they have in the
interim moved:retract(Pi :assert(Pi : (�; d�))). Similarly, any participantPj who has accepted an assertion for� may not at any time subsequently
assert or accept an assertion for:�, unless they have in the interim moved:
retract(Pj : assert(Pi : (�; d�))). 2

This last rule, 3.10, prohibits explicit contradictions. An interesting question is
to what extent we should prohibit implicit contradictions,for example, those aris-
ing as consequences — perhaps many inference steps removed —from a claim.
We have decided not to prohibit these. In real scientific debates, when a claim is
shown to lead, after one or more steps of reasoning, to a contradiction, this is nor-
mally brought to the attention of the claim’s proponent. Shemay then ignore this,
or may retract the claim or may present counter-arguments against the argument
asserting the implicit contradiction. The Agora formalismas we have defined it
permits each of these options and any resulting dialogues tobe represented.13

3.3 Dialogue rules

We next define a dialogue and a rule which precludes infinite regression by malev-
olent participants. We then define sets called Commitment Stores, as in [4, 34, 79].

13Note that our approach differs from that of MacKenzie [49], who distinguished between im-
mediate inference, whose consequences a proponent of a claim must accept, and those arising from
multiple inference steps, which need not be accepted.
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These stores record the proposals and assertions made by participants, both indi-
vidually and for the Agora as a community, and track these as they change.

Definition 5: A Dialogueis a finite sequence of discourse moves by participants in
the Agora, in accordance with the rules above.

Rule 4: Moves may only be executed once by any participant with respect of the
same participant and claim, ground, inference, consequence or modality. 2
Thus, this rule permits the following three moves by participantPj :

contestmod(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)))
contestmod(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D0)))
contestmod(Pj :showarg(Pk : A(! �;D)));

but not both the following two moves:

contestmod(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D)))
contestmod(Pj :showarg(Pi : A(! �;D))):

This rule is intended to prevent the dialogue degenerating into an infinite regress,
as when a child repeatedly asks “Why?”, or mindless repetition. However, the rule
does not prevent genuine objections. For example, the successive objections to the
use of Modus Ponens and its variants voiced by the Tortoise inLewis Carroll’s dia-
logue with Achilles [12] would not be prohibited by Rule 4 because each objection
contests the use of a different rule of inference, even though the differences may
be seen by some as marginal.

Definition 6: Thecommitment store of playerPi, i = 1; 2; : : :, denotedCS(Pi),
is a possibly empty setf(�; d�) j � 2 L; d� 2 DCg, where each� is an asserted
claim made or accepted byPi, and each correspondingd� is the claim dictionary
value assigned byPi to �.

The values in participants’ stores are updated by the following rule:

Rule 5: Participant Commitment Store Update: All commitment stores of all
participants are initially empty. Whenever participantPi executes either of the
moves 1.3 or 3.2:

assert(Pi : (�; d�));
acceptassert(Pi : assert(Pj : (�; d�)))
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or their equivalents, then the tuple(�; d�) is inserted intoCS(Pi). Whenever par-
ticipant Pi subsequently executes a retraction move (3.8 or 3.9) for(�; d�), the
tuple (�; d�) is removed fromCS(Pi). Similarly, wheneverPi executes a change
modalities move (move 3.3) for(�; d�), the value of(�; d�) in CS(Pi) is revised
accordingly. 2
3.4 Experiment and Nature’s responses

Uncertainty in scientific domains, such as that of carcinogenic risk assessment,
is normally only resolved by gathering further evidence, typically in the form of
experimental results. We may think of experiments as means to test predictions,
themselves the hypothesized consequences of some theory. Because our argumen-
tation framework includes consequences from claims, we have a means by which to
represent a prediction from a theory. Then, once an experiment is undertaken (out-
side the Agora), Pera’s three-person dialogue model gives us a means to represent
the manner in which the Agora community assesses the import of the experimental
results.

In this section, we show how this can be done. Let� be a wff which expresses
some disputed claim, for example,“ChemicalX causes brain cancers in humans.”
Let � be a consequence of this statement, for example“Humans exposed in a
specified manner and to a specified extent toX will show statistically-significant
increased incidences of brain cancers in a properly designed and conducted epi-
demiological study of the effects ofX .” A participantPi may then move the con-
sequential assertion:

assertcons(Pi : (�; �; d�));
whered� 2 DQ. When queried, we can assume she presents a valued consequen-
tial argument from� leading to�, sayA(� ! �;D). However, she may or may
not have a grounded argumentfor � from premises, and thus may not necessarily
have proposed or asserted the claim�.

Suppose now that an epidemiological study of the effect ofX on humans is
undertaken. Under Pera’s model, the results of such a study correspond toNa-
ture’s move in the three-person dialogue game, so let us denote the experimental
results by�N . Often in scientific dialogues of this type, there is then a debate in
the scientific community as to whether or not the study was designed or conducted
properly.14 We may consider such a debates to be about the statement:“ �N is a
valid instantiation of�.” Arguments for and against this statement are arguments

14Witness the heated debate in Britain during 1999 over the validity of a study undertaken to assess
potential adverse impacts of feeding Genetically-Modifiedpotatoes to rats [6, 58].
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for and against the validity, and hence the acceptability, of the experimental evi-
dence arising from the epidemiological study; such arguments are likely to involve
statistical and methodological issues rather than, say, issues of chemical analysis
or biomedical causality. In addition, there may be debate over whether or not the
results tend to confirm or refute�, that is whether they are statistically-significant
or not, especially if the statistical testing procedures yield values near the criti-
cal region boundary values of the test. This debate concernsthe statement:“ �N
provides statistically-significant evidence for�, at a specified level of significance.”
This discussion, too, often involve statistical and methodological issues. Both these
debates form part, therefore, of the process of mediation ofNature’sexperimental
responses, a role which Pera assigns to the scientific community concerned. In our
model, that community is the set of participants in the Agora; the Agora can readily
accommodate this debate, since we make no prior specification of the content of
propositions, premises or inference rules.

Suppose, after due debate, participants in the community accept that�N is
a valid instantiation of, and provides confirming evidence for, �, at a specified
level of statistical significance. In other words, the epidemiological study ofX is
believed to show statistically-significant increased incidences of brain cancers in
humans exposed to the chemical. This statement,�, may then form the basis for
an argument for the claim�, thatX causes brain cancers in humans, additional
to whatever arguments may have been advanced for� earlier. This new argument
would run as follows: A(�! �)� `Abd �
whereA(� ! �) is participantPi’s earlier consequential argument from� to �,
and `Abd represents inference by abduction. Whether this use of abduction in
this context at this moment is acceptable or not would be a matter for the Agora
participants, and may depend on the weight of other arguments or evidence for�.
In practice, at least in the environmental health domain, unexpected findings of
carcinogenic or toxic effects are not typically accepted asproviding firm evidence
of the claim until found repeatedly. Thus, one argument using abduction may
not be accepted, but several arguments doing so, proceedingfrom separate and
independent experimental results to the same conclusion, may well be. For the
latter to happen, of course, all such arguments need to be articulated.

Definition 7: A testable prediction� of a wff� is a consequence of� whose truth-
status may potentially be verified (at least to some level of statistical significance)
by means of a scientific experiment involving a change to the material world (i.e
not a thought experiment). The outcome of such an experimentis denoted by�N .
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Definition 8: Let� be a testable prediction of a wff�. If the community has agreed
a level of statistical significance for the conduct of a scientific experiment testing�
and then, following that experiment, agreed that�N is both a valid instantiation of� and that it provides statistically-significant evidence for �, at the specified level
of significance, then we say that�N is aconfirming instanceof �.

Definition 9: Let� be a testable prediction of a wff�. If the community has agreed
a level of statistical significance for the conduct of a scientific experiment testing� and then, following that experiment, agreed that�N is a valid instantiation of�
but that it does not provide statistically-significant evidence for�, at the specified
level of significance, then we say that�N is adisconfirming instanceof �.

Of course, these definitions beg the question as to what constitutes “agreement” of
statements by the Agora community. We make this notion precise in the next sub-
section. In a real scientific debate, there may be many proposed tests of a theory,
i.e. possible consequences which are testable predictionsof a claim. An advantage
of a computerized system is that it is straightforward to track these. Accordingly,
analogously with Commitment Stores, we could define a Consequence Store for
each claim� for which consequences are proposed or asserted, in order tomaintain
a current list of all such consequences. The status of any experimental tests under-
taken for these consequences could also be tracked. We also leave formalization of
this idea to the next section, after we have formalized the notion of acceptance.

3.5 TheAgora’s Commitment Store

Analogous to the concept of Commitment Store for each participant, we now de-
fine a commitment store for theAgora, the community as a whole. Claims in this
store are labeled with modalities on the basis of the Agora debate at that point
and the weight of any experimental evidence. This could be achieved in a number
of ways. For example, a skeptical community could define theAgora’s modality
for a claim� to be the minimum claim modality assigned by any of those Partic-
ipants claiming or supporting�. A credulous community could instead assign to
the Agora the maximum claim modality assigned by any of the participants to�.
Variations on these approaches could utilize majority opinion or weighted voting
schemes. In the real world, for instance, the opinions of senior scientists generally
carry more weight than do those of younger scientists, no doubt because of their
greater perceived understanding and intuition.

Because we wish to model dialectical discourse, we have instead chosen to
assign theAgora’s modalities on the basis of the existence of arguments for and
against the claim. To do this, we draw on the generic argumentation dictionary for
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debates about carcinogenicity of chemicals presented in [44], which is also derived
from Toulmin’s [75] schema. However, we modify this work to allow for responses
to counter arguments to claims. We begin by defining certain relationships between
arguments followed by the Claims Dictionary for theAgora, and our definitions
assign theAgoraa status in the debate which is above that of any one participant.15

Definition 10: Let G = (�0; �1;�1; �2; : : : ;�n�2; �n�1;�n�1). Then an argu-
mentA(! �) = (G;R; �) is consistentif G is consistent, that is if there do not
exist�; � 2 �0 [ f�1g [�1 [ f�2g [ : : : [�n�1 such that:� is a consequence
of � under any combination of the rules of inference contained inR.

Definition 11: Let A(! �) = (G;R; �) and B(! :�) = (H;S;:�) be two
arguments. We say thatB(! :�) rebutsA(! �), and thatB is a rebuttalfor A.

Definition 12: Let G = (�0; �1;�1; �2; : : : ; �n�1;�n�1) and letA(! �) =(G;R; �) be an argument. SupposeB(! :�k) = (H;S;:�k) is another argu-
ment, for somek. We sayB(! :�k) undercutsA(! �) and thatB is anundercut-
ting argument or anundercutterfor A.

We may think of an undercutter as a rebuttal for one of the intermediate wffs within
an argument. The reverse is also true: the subsidiary argument ofA(! �) for �k
is a rebuttal of any undercutter of�k.

Definition 13: LetA(! �) = (G;R; �) be an argument for�, B(! :�) a rebut-
tal, andC(! :�k) an undercutter. We say thatB andC attackA and call them
attackers. An argumentA0 6= A, whereA0 is not a subsidiary argument ofA and
which undercuts eitherB or C, is called acounter-argumentor a counter-attacker
for A. An argumentA for which counter-attackers exist for each of its attackersis
said to bewell-defended.

Definition 14: The claims dictionary for theAgora is the setDC;A = fAccepted,
Probable, Plausible, Supported, Openg.
We next define claim modality labels and the Commitment Storefor the Agora.
As with the modality labels for individual participants, the Agora’sassignment of
labels may change over time. In exploring the semantics of the formal system in
Section 4, we will find it useful to incorporate the temporal element explicitly in
our notation and definitions. We assume time is discrete, countable and partially

15Note that the work we draw on, [43, 44], because it allows for arguments of more than one
inference step, uses a definition ofundercutwhich differs from that of Pollock [63], whose earlier
work introduced the term. Our definition follows that of [43].
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ordered under�, and that only one Agora move is executed at each time point.
We use the notationt; s; u; : : : andt1; t2; : : : to denote time points. For simplicity
of expression we sometimes omit the time index on the modality symbols, where
there is no likelihood of confusion.

Definition 15: The commitment store of theAgoraat timet, denotedCSt(PA), is
a possibly empty setf(�; d�;t;A) j � 2 L; d�;A 2 DC;Ag, where eachd�;t;A is the
claim modality assigned by the Agora community to� at timet, in accordance with
the next two rules.

Rule 6: The Agora’s Claim Modalities: The modalityd�;t;A of theAgorafor the
wff � is assigned values at timet as follows:� If, at timet, � is a wff for which no grounded argument has yet been provided

by an Agora participant, thend�;t;A is assigned the valueOpen.� If, at time t, � is a wff for which at least one grounded argument has been
provided by an Agora participant by an execution of Move 1.6,thend�;t;A is
assigned the valueSupported.� If, at time t, � is a wff for which a consistent grounded argument has been
provided to the Agora by a participant through an execution of Move 1.6
thend�;t;A is assigned the valuePlausible.� If, at time t, � is a wff for which a consistent grounded argument has been
provided to the Agora by a participant through an execution of Move 1.6,
and for which no rebuttals or undercutters have yet been presented by Agora
participants via Move 1.6, thend�;t;A is assigned the valueProbable.� If, at time t, � is a wff for which a consistent grounded argument has been
provided to the Agora by a participant through an execution of Move 1.6 and
this argument is well-defended, thend�;t;A is assigned the valueAccepted.� The modality label definitions here are listed in ascending order of strength,
and the label assigned is always the highest applicable label. 2

Rule 7: Update of The Agora Commitment Store:The commitment store of the
Agora is initially empty. Let� be a wff. Suppose times is the first time that an
Agora participant executes a pose claim, propose claim or anassert claim move
(moves 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3) regarding�. Then at times the element(�; d�;s;A) is
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inserted intoCSs(PA), with d�;s;A = Open. These elements are then updated ac-
cording to the previous Rule after each move by Agora participants. 2
These rules assign theAgora’s claim modalities according to the status of debate
within the Agora. As such, there is nothing to prevent claimsbeing accepted with-
out any reference to external experimental evidence, whichis consistent with the
epistemological anarchist philosophy of science we have adopted. However, to
allow for reference to experiment, we now define two further sets of modalities,
relating to the experimental test status of a particular predicted consequence of a
claim, and to the summary status across all predicted consequences. In both cases,
our definitions encode Pera’s model of the scientific community acting to mediate
the results of experiments.

Definition 16: The test status modality dictionary for a testable prediction � is
the setDTest = fConfirming instance, Disconfirming instance, Inconclusivetest,
Invalid test, Openg.
Definition 17: Let � be a wff. The Consequence Store for� at time t, denotedQSt(�), is a possibly empty set of 3-tuples,f(�; �N ; e�;�;�N ) j �; �N 2 L; e�;�;�N 2DTestg, where each� is a testable prediction for� proposed or asserted by means
of an execution of Move 1.8 or Move 1.9 by timet, each�N is the outcome of
an experiment undertaken to test�, and e�;�;�N is the test status modality value
assigned by the Agora community to� at timet, in accordance with the next two
rules.

Rule 8: The Agora’s Test Modalities: The modalitiese�;�;�N of the Agora for
experimental outcomes�N of testable predictions� of claims� are assigned values
at timet+ 1 as follows:� For each� where, by timet, no scientific experiment to test� has been

undertaken, then�N is assigned the valuef g, ande�;�;�N is assigned the
valueOpenat timet.� For each� and�N where, by timet, (a) a scientific experiments to test� has been undertaken and has resulted in outcome�N , and where (b) the
modality label,d�V ;A, for theAgoraat timet assigned by Rules 6 and 7 to
the statement�V = “ �N is a valid instantiation of�” is notAccepted, thene�;�;�N is assigned the valueInvalid testat timet.� For each� and�N where, by timet, (a) a scientific experiments to test� has been undertaken and has resulted in outcome�N , and where (b) the
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modality label,d�V ;A, for the Agora at time t assigned by Rules 6 and 7
to the statement�V = “ �N is a valid instantiation of�” is Accepted, and
(c) the modality label,d�D;A, for the Agora at time t assigned by Rules 6
and 7 to the statement�D = “ �N is a disconfirming instance of�” is not
Accepted, and (d) the modality label,d�C ;A, for theAgoraat timet assigned
by Rules 6 and 7 to the statement�C = “ �N is a confirming instance of�”
is notAccepted, thene�;�;�N is assigned the valueInconclusive testat timet.� For each� and�N where, by timet, (a) a scientific experiments to test� has been undertaken and has resulted in outcome�N , and where (b) the
modality label,d�D;A, for theAgoraat timet assigned by Rules 6 and 7 to
the statement�D = “ �N is a disconfirming instance of�” is Accepted, thene�;�;�N is assigned the valueDisconfirming instanceat timet.� For each� and�N where, by timet, (a) a scientific experiments to test� has been undertaken and has resulted in outcome�N , and where (b) the
modality label,d�C ;A, for theAgoraat timet assigned by Rules 6 and 7 to
the statement�C = “ �N is a confirming instance of�” is Accepted, thene�;�;�N is assigned the valueConfirming instanceat timet.� The modality label definitions here are listed in ascending order of strength,
and the label assigned is always the highest applicable label. 2

Rule 9: Consequence Store Update:Let � be a wff. The Consequence Store for�,QSt(�), for t � 0, is initially empty. Lets be the time at which the first proposal
or assertion of a consequence, say�, from �, is undertaken by an Agora participant
executing Moves 1.8 or 1.9. Then, at times the element(�; �N ; e�;�;�N ) is inserted
into QSs+1(�). For t � s, the elements ofQSt(�) are updated according to the
previous rule after each move in the Agora. 2
We now define rules which accumulate across all the experiments undertaken to
test a claim�, so as to provide an aggregate view of the experimental evidence for
and against�. In this way, we can draw summary conclusions about the evidential
status of claims. Note that there are many ways in which the experimental modal-
ities and update rules could be defined, and we present one setof definitions as an
illustration of our approach. Our definitions assign empirical support modalities on
the basis of the proportion of experiments which confirm or disconfirm a claim.

Definition 18: The empirical support modality dictionary for a wff� is the setDEmp = fConfirmed, Refuted, Inconclusive, Untestedg.
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Definition 19: The empirical support store of theAgoraat timet, denotedESt(PA),
is a possibly empty setf(�; f�;t;A) j � 2 L; f�;t;A 2 DEmpg, where eachf�;t;A is
the empirical support modality assigned by the Agora community to � at timet, in
accordance with the next two rules.

Rule 10: The Agora’s Empirical Support Modalities: The empirical support
modalityf�;t;A of theAgora for the wff � is assigned values at timet as follows:� If, at time t, either (a)� is a wff for which no testable predictions have

been proposed by means of moves 1.8 or 1.9, or (b) for all such predictions� which have been proposed, either (i) no scientific experiment of � has yet
been conducted, or (ii) for all such experiments undertaken, the test modality
label e�;�;�N has the valueInvalid testat timet, thenf�;t;A is assigned the
valueUntestedat timet.� If, at timet, (a)� is a wff for which at least one testable prediction� proposed
by executions of Rules 1.8 or 1.9, and (b) at least one scientific experiment of� has been conducted, and, (c) for these experiments, either (i) the majority
have a test modalitye�;�;�N with the valueInvalid at timet, or (ii) at least a
substantial minority have a test modalitye�;�;�N with the valueDisconfirm-
ing instanceat timet and at least a substantial minority have a test modalitye�;�;�N with the valueConfirming instanceat timet, thenf�;t;A is assigned
the valueInconclusiveat timet.� If, at timet, (a)� is a wff for which at least one testable prediction� proposed
by executions of Rules 1.8 or 1.9, and (b) at least one scientific experiment
of � has been conducted, and (c) for the overwhelming majority ofsuch
experiments, the test modalitye�;�;�N has the valueDisconfirming instance
at timet, thenf�;t;A is assigned the valueRefutedat timet.� If, at timet, (a)� is a wff for which at least one testable prediction� proposed
by executions of Rules 1.8 or 1.9, and (b) at least one scientific experiment
of � has been conducted, and (c) for the overwhelming majority ofsuch
experiments, the test modalitye�;�;�N has the valueConfirming instanceat
time t, thenf�;t;A is assigned the valueConfirmedat timet.� The modality label definitions here are listed in ascending order of strength,
and the label assigned is always the highest applicable label. 2

Rule 11: Update of the Agora’s Empirical Support Store: The empirical sup-
port store,ESt(PA), of the Agora is initially empty. Let� be a wff. Suppose
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time s is the first time that an element is inserted into the Consequence Store for�, QSs(�). Then, at times the element(�; f�;s;A) is inserted intoESs(PA), withf�;s;A assigned the valueUntested. 2
Note that experimental results may give contrary indications for an hypothesis.
Indeed, if the experiment involves statistical inference (from a sample to a popu-
lation), we would expect contrary results for some proportion of tests undertaken.
Accordingly, we have defined confirmation or refutation of claims in terms of the
direction of results from an overwhelming majority of tests. One could place more
stringent requirements into this Definition, for instance that confirmation requires
at least (say) 95% of tests to be confirmations; this would be appropriate if the
Agora participants had agreed a uniform statistical significance level to apply to all
experiments. Moreover, if all the experiments relate to thesame population (e.g.
human adults), then these definitions could invoke statistical meta-analysis [81];
we have not done this, so as not to constrain all the tests to befrom the same pop-
ulation. By distinguishing acceptability of claims from their evidential support we
are modeling what happens in science — theories may be accepted by scientists
before all the evidence is in,16 or even despite overwhelming contrary evidence
[17, 45].

3.6 Architecture and user interface

Our main purpose in this paper is to define and study the dialectical argumentation
formalism we present, so issues of system architecture, interface design and de-
ployment are mentioned only briefly. We anticipate the Risk Agora system being
used to represent a completed or on-going scientific debate,but not in real-time.
Once instantiated with a specific knowledge base, the Agora could be used in a
number of ways:

1. To understand the logical implications of the scientific knowledge relating
to the particular issue, and the arguments concerning the consequences and
value-assignments of alternative regulatory options.

2. To consider the various arguments for and against a particular claim (in-
cluding regulatory options), how these arguments relate toeach other, their

16As an example, we quote from a newspaper report announcing the recent detection for the first
time of the tau neutrino, a sub-atomic particle, at Fermilab[23, p. 2]: “Although their existence had
been suspected for 25 years, tau neutrinos had escaped detection because it takes a large amount of
energy to create them and because neutrinos pass through most matter without a trace.‘It’s just been
accepted that this guy exists,’said Regina Rameika, a physicist at Fermilab and a member of the
team.”
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respective degrees of certainty, and their relative strengths and weaknesses.

3. To develop an overall case for a claim, combining all the arguments for it
and against it.

4. To enable interested members of the public to gain an overview of the debate
on an issue.

5. To support group deliberation on the issue, for example inCitizens Panels.

6. To support risk assessment and regulatory determinationby government reg-
ulatory agencies.

For these different functions we believe a layered architecture is appropriate,
and in earlier discussion [53] we proposed a three-layered model, drawing on
Habermas and Aristotle. By contrast, computational argumentation systems for
legal applications have commonly adopted a three-, four- orfive-layered model
(see [8] for a review). Such applications have different purposes to those listed
here, and further analysis is needed to assess to what extentour proposed functions
can be accommodated within any of these structures. Recent work in designing ne-
gotiation spaces for multi-agent systems in electronic commerce applications may
also be relevant [46]. With regard to user-interfaces, argumentation systems pro-
vide novel challenges for designers, as there are both static and dynamic elements
to any dialogue, and to the relationships between argumentswithin it. Some re-
searchers (e.g. [22, 78]) have therefore argued that new approaches are needed for
these systems. This is also an issue requiring further analysis and prototyping as
part of the implementation of the Agora system.

4 Agora Properties and Semantics

In this section we examine the formal properties of the system defined in Section
3. We first consider to what extent Hitchcock’s Principles and Alexy’s Rules are
satisfied by our formalism, and to to what extent the formalism operationalizes the
desired Agora properties of Section 2.2. Propositions 1 and2 below relate to these
questions. We then develop a Game Theoretic Semantics for the Agora formalism,
motivated in part by the Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games of model theory.

4.1 System properties

Proposition 1:The Agora system defined in Section 3 satisfies fifteen of Hitchcock’s
Principles of rational mutual inquiry: H1 through H4, H7 through H16, and H18.
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Proof. We consider each Principle in turn:

H1 Externalization: As can be seen from an examination of the Agora rules listed
in Section 3, all rules are formulated in terms of observablelinguistic be-
haviour.

H2 Dialectification: The Agora formalism neither proscribes or prohibits any par-
ticular content, knowledge base or mode of inference. Theseare all open to
suggestion and agreement from the participants at any time.

H3 Mutuality: Under Rule 5, commitments are only incurred when a participant
explicitly asserts a claim (Move 1.3) or accepts an assertedclaim (Move
3.2). Thus no statement becomes a commitment of a participant unless they
specifically desire it.

H4 Turn-taking: Because the Agora is intended to represent scientific discourses,
rather than be used for real-time debating, ensuring turn-taking is straight-
forward, especially with implementation on a sequential processor.

H7 Logical Pluralism: Participants are free to propose, and to use, any forms
of inference they find acceptable. The use of a dictionary of acceptability
labels for inference rules in fact can facilitate agreementbetween participants
who may otherwise disagree over use of a certain rule, as we have shown
elsewhere [55].

H8 Rule-consistency:Only two rules prohibit utterances: Rule 3.10 which out-
laws contradictions, and Rule 4 which prohibits precise repetitions of query
and contestation moves. Neither of these rules prohibits all utterances, and
neither prohibits the null utterance (remaining silent). So the Agora is rule-
consistent.

H9 Semantic Openness:The rules of the formalism do not force any participant
to accept any statement, even those following via deductiveinference from
previously-accepted statements. Nor is any participant presumed by silence
to have accepted any statement or to have accepted a particular mode of
inference.

H10 Realism: The rules of the formalism do not inhibit agreement between par-
ticipants. Indeed the rules relating to acceptance by one participant of state-
ments made by another (Moves 3.1, 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5) facilitate such agree-
ment.
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H11 Retraceability: Participants are free at any time to amend (Move 3.3), sup-
plement (1.8 following 1.2 or 1.3), precizate (3.6, 3.7), withdraw (3.8, 3.9)
or replace (successive uses of 1.2 or of 1.8) earlier statements.

H12 Role reversal: The formalism permits any participant at any time to initiate
suggestions, with Moves 1.1 (Pose Claim), 1.2 (Propose Claim), 1.7 (Pose
Consequence), 1.8 (Propose Consequence) and 1.13 (ProposeMode of In-
ference).

H13 Experiential Appeal: The formalism permits direct mutual appeal to ex-
perience, in particular to the results of scientific experiments as outlined in
Section 3.4.

H14 Openness:Examination of the rules shows that there are no restrictions on
the content of contributions.

H15 Tentativeness:Participants are free to make tentative suggestions, via Moves
1.1 (Pose Claim), 1.2 (Propose Claim), 1.7 (Pose Consequence), 1.8 (Pro-
pose Consequence) and 1.13 (Propose Mode of Inference).

H16 Tracking: Commitments made by Participants are tracked via the set of com-
mitment stores. Tracking of the complete history of a dialogue is also readily
implemented in a computerized system such as this.

H18 Allocation of Burden of Proof: A participant who poses or asserts a claim
or a consequence must, when queried, provide an argument forthe state-
ment made (Moves 1.2–1.5, 1.8–1.11). Thus the initial burden of proof lies
with the participant making a suggestion. This burden of proof is retained
throughout the debate whilesoever the claim is unretracted, since any sub-
sequent query by another participant must also be answered until the claim
is retracted. Likewise, a participant contesting a proposal or assertion also
must provide an argument or dictionary labels supporting that intervention
(Moves 2.1–2.8). In this case, the burden of proof for the contestation (but
not the claim itself) then lies with the contesting participant. 2

As mentioned in Section 2.2, we believe that Principles H5 (Orderliness), H6
(Staging) and H17 (Termination) should be subject to discussion by and agreement
of the participants, in accordance with Principle H2 (Dialectification). Thus, we
have not encoded these principles in our design of the Agora.Our formalism could
be extended in order to facilitate participant discussion of these issues, a subject
we mention in the discussion of future work in Section 6 below. We next consider
satisfaction of Alexy’s rules.
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Proposition 2: The Agora system defined in Section 3 satisfies all ten of Alexy’s
rules of Discourse Ethics, A1 through A10.
Proof. We consider each property in turn:

A1 Freedom of Assembly: This property is fulfilled by the overall Agora design,
which allows anyone to participate and to execute dialogue moves at any
time (subject only to the rules of Section 3).

A2 Common Language: This is also fulfilled by the overall Agora design, which
assumes participants accept the logical language and the modality dictionar-
ies used.

A3 Freedom of Speech:Participants are able to assert any claim by virtue of Move
1.3 and assert any consequence of a claim by Move 1.9. Participants are also
able to pose and propose claims (Moves 1.1, 1.2) and consequences (1.7,
1.8), speech acts which have less force and fewer obligations than do asser-
tions. Thus, Property A3 is satisfied.

A4 Freedom to Challenge Claims:Participants may question a claim (via Moves
1.4 and 1.5) or a consequence of a claim (1.10, 1.11), or contest a claim,
ground, consequence, modality or rule of inference (2.1, 2.2, 2.5–2.8). Par-
ticipants may also query a contestation (2.3, 2.4 and query rules associated
with 2.5–2.8).

A5 Arguments required for Claims: Rules 1.4 and 1.5 ensure that participants
who propose or assert a claim provide a grounded argument forthat claim
if subsequently queried. They may do so with an execution of Move 1.6.
Likewise, Rules 1.10 and 1.11 encode the same requirement with regard to
consequences from claims, with Rule 1.12 being used to reveal a consequen-
tial argument from a claim.

A6 Freedom to Challenge Arguments:Participants may contest the grounds of
a claim (by Move 2.5), a mode of inference (2.6) or a modality assignment
(2.7).

A7 Freedom of modal Disagreement:A participantPj may accept a claim pre-
viously proposed or asserted by another participantPi by means of Moves
3.1 or 3.2, respectively. IfPj wishes to accept the proposed or asserted claim
with different modality assignments, she may immediately follow the accep-
tance move with Move 3.3 (Change Modalities). Likewise, a conseqential
argument may be accepted with different modalities by executing in succes-
sion the two Moves 3.5 (Accept Consequence) and 3.3 (Change Modalities).
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A8 Precization: Participants may precizate earlier statements made to the Agora
by execution of Moves 3.6 or 3.7. These moves can happen in response to a
challenge by another participant, but such a challenge is not a precondition
for their use.

A9 Proportionate Defence: Rules 1.4, 1.5, 1.10 and 1.11 require a participantPi
proposing or asserting claims or consequences to respond toqueries from
other participants by revealing her supporting arguments to the Agora (using
1.6 to reveal a grounded argument for a claim and 1.12 to reveal a consequen-
tial argument from a claim). No further response fromPi is required, even
if further contestations are made, or rebutting and undercutting arguments
presented by other participants.

A10 No Contradictions: Rule 3.10 prohibits contradiction. It may be avoided by
use of Moves 3.8 and 3.9 (Retraction of asserted and acceptedclaims). 2

Finally, we note that the Agora operationalizes our two key principles of scientific
discourse, contestability and defeasibility of claims.

Proposition 3:The Agora enables contestation and defeasibility of scientific claims.
Proof. Contestation of claims and the arguments supporting them occurs through
Moves 2.1 through 2.8. Defeasibility of claims occurs through the assignment
of the Agora claim modalities, as defined by Rules 6 and 7. For any statement�, the value ofd�;A may change according to the current status of the arguments
for and against� in the Agora. Clearly, with the exception of tautologies,d�;A
is non-monotonic, as claims previously considered to be, say, Confirmedwill be
re-labeled when new rebuttals or undercutting arguments are proposed. 2
4.2 Game-theoretic semantics

We next consider semantic issues, using the definition of theclaim modalities for
theAgoraprovided by Rule 6 to construct a valuation function on formulae. Be-
cause we earlier assumed time to be discrete and countable, we can denote it by the
symbolst0; t1; t2; : : :. Throughout this section, we assume that participants obey
all the rules of the Agora, in particular Rule 4, so that they do not repeat themselves.
We further assume that at commencement of the Agora dialoguethe information
available to the participants is finite and they have only a finite number of possible
inference rules.

Definition 20: TheAgora community valuation at timet is a functionvt;A defined
from the set of wffs ofL to the setf0; 1g, such thatvt;A(�) = 1 precisely whend�;t;A = Aepted ; otherwise,vt;A(�) = 0.
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Proposition 4:Let � be a wff, and supposeA(! �) is a consistent, well-defended
argument for�. Suppose further that all arguments pertaining to� using the initial
information and inference rules are eventually articulated by participants within
the Agora, and that no new information concerning� is received by participants
following commencement. Then:limk!1vtk ;A(�) = 1
Proof. Because all arguments pertaining to� are assumed to be articulated in the
Agora eventually, then there is some time-point at whichA(! �) is articulated
through an execution of move 1.6. Likewise, there are time-points where every
rebuttal and every undercut ofA is presented, and, other, possibly later, time-points
where every counter-attacking argument against these is presented. Because we are
assuming there is no new information beyond that at commencement, then there is
a time-pointtm which is the last of these time-points, i.e.m is the maximum of the
indexes on the time-points at which any attacks and counter-attacks forA(! �) are
presented to the Agora. Thus, from that time onwards,A(! �) is well-defended,
by definition. Hence,d�;tm;A = Aepted , by Rule 6. Thus, by Definition 20,vtm;A(�) = 1.

However, since all attacks and counter-attacks have been presented by this time,
thend�;tk;A = Aepted for all k � m. Hence,vtk ;A(�) = 1, also for allk � m,
and so we have: limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1: 2
Proposition 5:Let� be a wff. Suppose that:limk!1vtk ;A(�) = 1
Then there is a consistent, well-defended argument for� which is presented to the
Agora at some time.
Proof. The antecedent limit implies that there for any time-pointtm there are
infinitely-manyk � m such thatvtk ;A(�) = 1. Choose anytm and lets � tm be
such a time-point. Then,vs;A(�) = 1. Hence, by Definition 20,d�;s;A = Aepted .
Therefore, by Rule 6, a well-defended consistent argument for � has been presented
by a participant to the Agora through an execution of move 1.6at or before times.2

The model of science we have adopted asserts that scientific claims are re-
garded as “defeasibly true” when and only when the relevant scientific community
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agrees to so regard them.17 Our definition of community valuation is in effect
a proxy for the scientific community’s opinion on the truth ofa claim. Accord-
ingly, Propositions 4 and 5 say that the debate within the Agora, when considered
as a procedure for generating claims, neither under-generates nor over-generates
defeasibly true claims, provided all relevant arguments are eventually asserted.
These two propositions demonstrate a form of consistency and completeness for
dialogues in Agora, relative to the Agora community valuation function. This val-
uation function is not “truth”, because we regard scientificclaims as defeasible.
We can think of an Agora community valuation equal to1 as signifying“Cur-
rently Accepted as True”(or “Defeasibly True”) and a valuation equal to0 as
signifying “Not Currently Accepted as True.”If further evidence is found against
a claim that isCurrently Accepted as True, and this evidence is accepted by the
Agora community, then the valuation function for this claimwill change.

What we have just articulated is essentially a Game-Theoretic semantics, in
the sense of Jaako Hintikka [37].18 In this approach, the truth of a statement is
understood to mean that a player in an associated game has a winning strategy.
Here the associated game is the dialogue in the Agora, and thewinning strategy for
a player asserting the statement as a claim is that the claim survives all attempts to
defeat it by rebutting and undercutting arguments.

However, the limit function of Propositions 4 and 5 is a statement of an infinite
property rather than a finite one. Given any argumentA, and any future timetk
which is a finite distance from the timet0 at which the Agora dialogue commences,
there is no guarantee thatA will be articulated by an Agora participant beforetk.
This is true no matter how large the difference betweentk andt0.

It is useful here to consider Ehrenfeucht-Fraı̈ssé games from model theory
[40]. In considering whether two infinite mathematical structures were isomor-
phic, Roland Fraı̈ssé [20] was led to develop finite approximations of an isomor-
phism, namely isomorphisms between finite subsets of the structures. Andrzej
Ehrenfeucht [16] extended this idea by constructing games of 2n moves between
two players, Duplicator (D) and Spoiler (S), who alternate in choosing elements of
the two structures. The objective of D is to show that the two structures are iso-
morphic, while S has the objective of showing they are not. D wins a game of2n
moves if the two subsets ofn elements selected by the players from the two parent
structures are isomorphic. S wins otherwise. If the two infinite structures are in

17It is debatable whether or not a transcendent truth exists. Even if it does, however, science has
no privileged means to access it.

18Although Hintikka is its modern proponent, similar ideas have been found in the work of
nineteenth-century American logician Charles Sanders Peirce [36]. Game theoretic semantics have
found application in theoretical computer science, for example in programming language theory
[1, 2], as well as in AI [4, 65].
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fact isomorphic, then a winning strategy exists for D for thegame of size2n, for
every finiten. However, the converse need not be true, as one could readilyimag-
ine (finite) isomorphisms existing between every pair of equal-sized finite subsets
without there being an (infinite) isomorphism between the parent structures.19

With this motivation, we now consider finite approximationsto the infinite
case, asking the questionHow informative is the finite snapshot at any one time
of the infinite situation?20 Unfortunately, the answer is not consoling, as the next
proposition shows.

Proposition 6: Let � be a wff and lets = tm be some fixed time after commence-
ment of the Agora. Suppose further that all arguments pertaining to� are eventu-
ally articulated by participants within the Agora. Then thevalue ofvs;A(�) does
not tell us anything about the value oflimk!1 vtk ;A(�), or even if this limit exists.
Proof. At time s, the Agora valuation functionvs;A(�) may be equal to one or
zero. We consider the two cases in turn.
1. If vs;A(�) = 1 then, by Rule 6, a consistent grounded argument for�, sayA(! �), has been articulated to the Agora, and this argument is well-defended
at times. This means that counter-attackers have been articulated for all attack-
ers ofA by this time. However, there may be other rebuttals or undercutters yet
to be articulated (even confining information to that known to participants at com-
mencement of the dialogue) and it is possible that not all of these will have counter-
attackers. Thus, we cannot conclude that:limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1:
2. If vs;A(�) = 0 then, by Rule 6, either no consistent grounded argument for� has
yet been presented to the Agora, or such an argument has been presented but it is
not well-defended. In either case, the absence of such an argument at times does
not mean no such argument will appear at a future time. Thus wecannot conclude
that: limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 0:
In either case, there is also nothing to preclude the valuation functionvt;A(�), fort > s, having the opposite value tovs;A(�) infinitely often. Thus we cannot even
conclude that the sequencevtk ;A(�) converges ask !1. 2

19For example, every finite subset of the Real numbers is countable, and so isomorphic to every
equal-sized finite subset of the positive integers, butR is not isomorphic toZ+.

20This question calls to mind Jorge Luis Borges’ short story, “The Library of Babel,” about the
library of all possible books in all possible languages [9].
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This result is not surprising, as nothing in our formalism precludes new information
being presented to the Agora at any time, no matter how long the value ofvt;A(�)
has been stable. This is a consequence of our principle that all scientific claims are
always defeasible. However, under certain conditions, we can draw probabilistic
conclusions about the relationship between a snapshot and the long run. We first
define some notation.

Definition 21: Let � be a wff. We writeLE� for the statement:“The functionvtk ;A(�) converges to a finite limit ask !1.” For any non-negative integerk, we
write Xk;� for the statement:“New evidence concerning� becomes known to an
Agora participant after timetk.”

In general, at any timetj , we do not know whether new evidence will become
available to Agora participants at a later timetk or not. Consequently, the variablesXk;�, for tk not in the past, represent uncertain events. Also uncertainfor the same
reason are statements concerning the future values ofvt;A(�) for any �. Because
these events are uncertain, we may assume the existence of a probability function
over them, i.e. a real-valued measure function mapping to[0; 1℄ which satisfies the
axioms of probability.

Definition 22: For any wff�, Pr is a probability function defined over statements
of the formXk;� and statements concerning the values ofvt;A(�).
Proposition 7: Let � be a wff and suppose that all arguments pertaining to� and
using the information available at commencement are articulated by participants
by some times > 0. Suppose further thatvtm;A(�) = 1 for sometm � s. Also,
assume thatPr(Xm;�) � �, for some� 2 [0; 1℄. Then:Pr(LE� and limk!1 vtk ;A(�) = 1 j vtm;A(�) = 1) � 1� �
and Pr(LE� and limk!1 vtk ;A(�) = 0 j vtm;A(�) = 1) � �:
Proof. We have thatvtm;A(�) = 1. For simplicity of expression we omit this con-
ditioning event in the following probabilities until the final statements. We have
the following:Pr(LE� and limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1)= 1� Pr(:LE� or (LE� and limk!1 vtk ;A(�) 6= 1))
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� 1 � Pr(8k � m;9j > k suh that vtj ;A(�) = 0):
This is because both disjuncts in the second probability expression imply that the
sequencevtk ;A(�); vtk+1;A(�); : : : does not end with an infinite sequence of “1’s”,
i.e. that 8k � m;9n > k suh that vtn;A(�) = 0:
(Note that, for the first implication, the converse is not necessarily true.) Hence, by
Definition 20, we have:Pr(limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1)� 1 � Pr(8k � m;9n > k suh that d�;tn;A 6= Aepted ):
Now, takek = m and choosetn > tm so thatd�;tn;A 6= Aepted . By Rule 6,
this means that either no consistent, grounded argument for� has been articulated
in the Agora by timetn or else all such arguments which have been articulated are
not well-defended. Clearly at least one consistent, grounded argument has been
articulated, since we hadvtm;A(�) = 1. Select one of these arguments. This
argument was well-defended at timetm, but at timetn it is not well-defended.
By Definition 13, this can only be because a rebuttal or undercutter for� has been
articulated in the Agora between timestm andtn for which no counter-attacker has
yet been advanced attn. But tm > s, which was the time at which all arguments
based on the initial information and inference rules of participants were advanced.
Hence, this rebuttal or undercutter forA must involved new information, since, by
Rule 4, repetition is not permitted. Thus, we have that:8k � m;9n > k suh that d�;tn;A 6= Aepted
implies that:

“New evidence concerning� becomes known to an Agora participant after timetm.”

Hence,Pr(8k � m;9n > k suh that d�;tn;A 6= Aepted ) � Pr(Xm;�):
But Pr(Xm;�) � �. Thus,Pr(8k � m;9n > k suh that d�;tn;A 6= Aepted ) � �
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Therefore,Pr(LE� and limk!1 vtk ;A(�) = 1 j vtm;A(�) = 1) � 1 � �:
Consequently,Pr(:LE� or(LE� and limk!1vtk ;A(�) 6= 1 ) j vtm;A(�) = 1) � �
and so: Pr(LE� and limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 0 j vtm;A(�) = 1) � �: 2
This result is directly analogous to the standard (Neyman-Pearson) approach to
statistical hypothesis testing [14]. Statistical inference — that is, inference from
sample to population — is an unsound form of inference, in that statements true of
a sample are not necessarily true of a population from which the sample is drawn.
The key achievement of mathematical statistics in the twentieth century was to
place a bound on the extent of this unsoundness: if we know (orcan approximate)
the probability distribution of the variable of interest inthe population, and we
know that the mechanism which generated the sample was random (or, if not, the
extent to which it is not), then we can estimate the probability that the inference
from sample to population is incorrect. For example, we may conclude from partic-
ular functions of the sample values that there is a 95% chancethat a certain interval
contains the mean of the population. This form of inference is still unsound (i.e.
we still cannot guarantee the truth of a claim about a population parameter, given
the truth of a claim about a sample parameter), but we now havean estimate of the
upper bound on the extent of unsoundness. Although we cannotknow whether any
particular instance is invalid, we are able to estimate an upper bound for the pro-
portion of times that our reasoning is invalid, when the sameinference procedure
is used repeatedly.

The properties we have demonstrated with the Agora are qualitative analogies
of this. Proposition 6 tells us that we cannot infer the long run result of an Agora
debate from a current snapshot of that debate. But Proposition 7 says that, if we
are able to place a bound on the possibility of new information becoming known,
then after some point in the debate, we have a bound on the error of incorrectly
inferring the long-run result of the debate from a snapshot at that particular time.
This analogy with standard statistical hypothesis testingtheory is not surprising
when one realizes that a snapshot of an Agora debate is a finitesample of the
infinite population of time-points through which the debatemay run. Of course,
in reality, we can never know the value of�, the probability that new information
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relevant to� may become known in the future. But scientists working with long-
standing and widely-accepted theories usually assume thatthis probability is zero
or extremely small.

We also have the following converse of Proposition 7.

Proposition 8: Let � be a wff and suppose that all arguments pertaining to� and
using the information available at commencement are articulated by participants
by some timetm > 0. Suppose that we also have thatPr(Xm) � �, for some� 2 [0; 1℄. Assume thatLE� and thatlimk!1 vtk ;A(�) = 1. Then we have:Pr(vtm;A(�) = 1 j LE� and limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1) � 1� �:
Proof. As with the previous proposition, we omit the conditioning event in prob-
ability expressions until the final statement. We have thatlimk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1.
Then,vtk ;A(�) = 1 for infinitely-many and infinitely-largek. Choose one such
time-pointtn > tm. Hence,vtn;A(�) = 1 and so, by Definition 20 and Rule 6, at
or before timetn a grounded, consistent argument for� has been articulated which
is well-defended. Choose one such argument and denote itA.
Now, if vtm;A(�) = 0, then eitherA had not been articulated in the Agora by timetm or else it had been presented but was not well-defended at this time. But, by
assumption, all arguments pertaining to� and using the initial information are ar-
ticulated by timetm. Thus,vtm;A(�) = 0 implies that some new information is
received by an Agora participant between timestm andtn, in order to account for
the change in status ofA between these times. Thus, we have:(vtm;A(�) = 0) ) Xm;�:
Hence,Pr(vtm;A(�) = 0) � Pr(Xm;�) � �:
Therefore,1 � Pr(vtm;A(�) = 0) � 1 � �
and so:Pr(vtm;A(�) = 1 j LE� and limk!1 vtk;A(�) = 1) � 1� �: 2
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Proposition 8 says that, subject to certain conditions, thelong-run truth of a
proposition will probably be reflected in its status at finitesnapshots, provided
these are taken after the articulation of all arguments based on the initial informa-
tion. The degree of confidence we can attach to this conclusion is a function of the
probability of new evidence arising in the future, as was thecase with Proposition
7. Thus, both Propositions 7 and 8 demonstrate probabilistic relationships between
finite snaphots of Agora debates and their long-run outcomes. While not as strong
as deterministic relationships would be, these probabilistic relationships do demon-
strate a form of soundness of the dialogues in the Agora framework relative to the
Agoravaluation.

5 Example

To illustrate these ideas we present a simple and hypothetical example of an Agora
debate. In a real debate, participants would be free to introduce supporting evi-
dence and modes of inference at any time. To aid understanding, in this example
we first list the assumptions and modes of inference to be usedin assertions and
proposals. The dialogue concerns a chemicalX , and the various statements to be
used as grounds are labeled K1 through K4:

K1: X is produced by the human body naturally (i.e. it is endogenous).

K2: X is endogenous in rats.

K3: If X is an endogenous chemical then it is not carcinogenic.

K4: Bioassay experiments applyingX to rats result in significant carcinogenic
effects.

The modes of inference used by participants are labeled R1 through R3:

R1 (And Introduction): Given a wff� and a wff�, we may infer the wff(�^ �).
R2 (Modus Ponens):Given a wff� and the wff(�! �), we may infer the wff�.

R3: If a chemical is found to be carcinogenic in an animal species, then we may
infer it to be carcinogenic in humans.

We now give an example of an Agora dialogue concerning the statement:X
is carcinogenic to humans, which we denote by�. The moves are numbered M1,
M2,: : :, in sequence. We assume that participants use the claims dictionary of
Example 1, namelyfCertain, Confirmed, Probable, Plausible, Supported, Openg,
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and the inference dictionaryDI = fValid, Invalidg. Through the course of the
dialogue, we show the contents of theAgora’scommitment storeCS0(PA) and the
value of the relevant Agora valuation functions only as these change, in steps num-
bered according by the relevant time-point, ACS0, ACS1,: : :, and Val0, Val1,: : :,
respectively. To assist understanding of the example, eachmove is followed by an
annotation, in italics.

ACS0: CS0(PA) = fg.
Note that the Agora’s Commitment Store is empty at commencement of the
dialogue.

Val1: v0;A(�) = 0 andv0;A(:�) = 0.

Since neither� nor :� are entries in the Agora Commitment Store yet, then
their Agora claim modalities are not equal toAccepted.Thus, by Definition
20, their Agora valuation functions have value 0.

M1: assert(P1 : (�;Con�rmed )).
ParticipantP1 asserts the claim�, thatX is carcinogenic to humans, which
she believes has strengthConfirmed.

ACS1: CS1(PA) = f(�;Open)g.
Move M1 which asserted� leads to an entry being made for� in CS1(PA).
The Agora’s modality for this isOpen,as no argument has yet been presented
for �.

Val1: v1;A(�) = 0 andv1;A(:�) = 0.

By Definition 20, the Agora community valuation for� is zero since the
Agora claim modality for� is Open.

M2: query(P2 : assert(P1 : (�;Con�rmed ))).
ParticipantP2 asksP1 for her argument for�.

M3: showarg(P1 : (K4; R3; �; (Con�rmed ;Valid ;Con�rmed ))).
Participant P1 presents her argument for�, which rests on grounds that
bioassay experiments ofX have been shown to produce carcinogenic effects
in rats, and that one can infer from these results to humans, by means of Rule
R3.P1 assigns this rule a modality ofValid.
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ACS3: CS3(PA) = f(�;Probable)g.
Move M3 has presented an argument for�, and so an update to the Agora’s
Commitment Store is necessary. The Agora’s Claim Modality will be at least
Supported,but because the argument presented is consistent, and also be-
cause no rebuttals or undercutters have yet been presented against�, then a
modality ofProbableis assigned, according to Rules 6 and 7.

Val3: v3;A(�) = 0 andv3;A(:�) = 0.

The Agora valuations remain unchanged.

M4: contest(P2 :assert(P1 : (�;Con�rmed ))).
ParticipantP2 contests the assertion of� with modalityConfirmedbyP1.

M5: query(P3 :contest(P2 :assert(P1 : (�;Con�rmed ))))
ParticipantP3 asksP2 for her reasons for the contestation in Move M4.

M6: propose(P2 : (:�;Plausible)).
Participant P2 proposes the claim:�, i.e. thatX is not carcinogenic to
humans, and says she believes this isPlausible.

ACS6: CS6(PA) = f(�;Probable); (:�;Open)g.
The Agora’s Commitment Store is updated with a new entry for:�, following
Move M6. This is initially given a claim modality ofOpen.

Val6: v6;A(�) = 0 andv6;A(:�) = 0.

The Agora valuations remain unchanged.

M7: query(P1 :propose(P2 : (:�;Plausible))).
ParticipantP1 asksP2 for her argument for:�.

M8: showarg(P2 : ((K1;K3); R2;:�; (Con�rmed ;Probable;Valid ;Plausible ))).

Participant P2 presents her argument for:�. This argument starts from
the premises thatX is endogenous and that endogenous chemicals are not
carcinogenic, and then uses Modus Ponens (R2) to conclude that X is not
carcinogenic to humans.

ACS8: CS8(PA) = f(�;Plausible); (:�;Plausible)g.
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Because an argument for:� has now been presented to the Agora, the Agora
Commitment Store is again updated. This argument is consistent and the
argument for� presented in Move M3 is a rebuttal of it, so by Rule 6, it
is assigned an Agora claim modality ofPlausible.Likewise, the argument
for :� is a rebuttal for�, so the Agora claim modality for� changes from
Probableto Plausible.

Val8: v8;A(�) = 0 andv8;A(:�) = 0.

The Agora valuations remain unchanged.

M9: contestground(P4 : showarg(P2 : ((K1;K3); R2;:�; ( Con�rmed ;Probable;Valid ;Plausible ): (K3;Probable))).
ParticipantP4 informs the Agora that she contests a grounds of the argument
presented byP2 in Move M8, namely the premise K3, that an endogenous
chemical is carcinogenic.

M10: showarg(P4 : ((K2;K4); R1;:K3; (Con�rmed ;Con�rmed ;Valid ;Con�rmed )))
ParticipantP4 immediately follows the contestation with a presentation of
her own argument for the negation of K3, i.e. an argument for the claim
that it is not the case that an endogenous chemical is carcinogenic. This
argument uses And Introduction (Rule R1) on the premises K2,that X is
endogenous in rats, and K4, thatX has been shown to cause cancers in rats.
This argument is an undercutter for the argument for:�, presented byP2 in
Move M8.

ACS10: CS10(PA) = f(�;Aepted ); (:�;Plausible)g.
The argument for: K3 presented in Move M10 undercuts the argument for:� presented in M8. The Agora claim modality for:� does not change,
as a rebuttal already had been presented. However, the undercutter of M10
attacks a rebuttal (M8) of�. This rebuttal is the only rebuttal or undercutter
presented which attacks�. Thus, the argument for� presented in M3 is
now well-defended. Hence, the Agora claim modality for� changes from
Plausibleto Accepted.

Val10: v10;A(�) = 1 andv10;A(:�) = 0.

The Agora valuation for� changes to 1, while that for:� remains un-
changed.
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...

Note that this change in the value ofvi;A(�) at Move M10 may only be temporary:
if further rebuttals or undercutters are presented which attack� and counter-attacks
for these are not presented, then the claim� will cease to be accepted according to
Rules 6 and 7, and so the Agora valuation for� will revert to zero. If subsequent
counter-attacks are presented, so that the argument of MoveM3 is once again well-
defended, then the value ofvi;A(�) may change once again.

6 Discussion

As shown in Proposition 3, our formal definition of the Risk Agora enables contes-
tation and defeasibility of scientific claims. Our system therefore operationalizes
the two normative principles of conduct for scientific discourses presented in Sec-
tion 2.1. In addition, as shown in Propositions 1 and 2, our system satisfies certain
proposed normative principles of dialogue between reasonable, consenting partic-
ipants, namely various of Hitchcock’s Principles for rational mutual inquiry and
Alexy’s rules for Discourse Ethics. As so often happens in real scientific debates,
argument may begin over claim and then proceed to argument over its grounds,
the inferences used to establish it, its degree of support, or its consequences. We
believe, therefore, that the Risk Agora is a very expressiveformalism for represen-
tation of scientific arguments. The propositions proved in Section 4.2 also show
that, when used for inference about the defeasible truth-status of claims, the Agora
has certain desirable properties. In particular, if the probability of new evidence
pertaining to a claim� being presented in the Agora is small, then the probability
is correspondingly high that the current Agora valuation for � reflects the long-run
position.

We are currently exploring a number of refinements to the Agora. Firstly, we
believe the Agora syntax can be readily extended to facilitate the discussion and
agreement of participants regarding the internal structure of debates, for example
discussing theoretical questions before experimental ones, ascertaining the valid-
ity of experiments before discussing their implications, etc. Such an extension
of the formalism would enable the Agora participants to giveoperational effect
to Hitchcock’s Principles H5 (Orderliness) and H6 (Staging) in a manner consis-
tent with Principle H2 (Dialectification). There also may bevalue in extending
the Agora syntax to permit participant discussion over the modality dictionaries,
which are presently assumed to have been agreed by the participants. In other
work [55], we have presented a formal language in which arguments over the ac-
ceptability of rules of inference may be conducted. Secondly, William Rehg [69]
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has demonstrated the rationality of incorporation of non-deductive and rhetorical
devices (such as epideictic speech and appeals to emotions)in dialectical argu-
ment and decision-making, and we seek a means to incorporatesuch devices in the
Agora. For example, in scientific domains respected, seniorscientists are often be-
lieved by others within their community to possess uncommonintuition or insight,
and soad verecundiamarguments (arguments from authority) are an appropriate
non-deductive argument schema for inclusion in the Agora. This would not be
novel: the argumentation system of Chris Reed [67], for example, allows for the
modeling of rhetorical devices, although in a monolecticalcontext.

Secondly, in modern societies, scientific risk assessment forms part of a pro-
cess to determine what legal regulations, if any, should be imposed on the produc-
tion, sale or use of the chemicals involved. Debate over suchissues can be viewed
as a deliberative dialogue aimed at deciding what to do [22, 79]. We have com-
menced the task of modelling such dialogues by first specifying the different types
of speech acts which are appropriate to the environmental regulatory domain [56].
This draws on other work of Habermas, namely his philosophy of Communicative
Action [31], in which he sought to understand how people collaborate rationally to
achieve a common understanding of a situation or a collective action. Speech acts
relevant to such dialogues include: statements of value (revealing the speaker’s
preferences or value assignments); statements of connection (asserting the exis-
tence of a relationship between different parties to a dispute); and statements of
obligation (asserting some legal or ethical obligations onthe part of participants).
However, before we can implement a system incorporating such utterances, a co-
herent formal model of a deliberation dialogue is required,akin to the formal mod-
els for negotiation dialogues developed by Hulstijn [41] and for persuasion dia-
logues developed by Walton and Krabbe [79]. Together with David Hitchcock,
we have recently proposed the first formal model of a deliberation dialogue [39],
drawing on the philosophy of retroflexive argumentation of Harald Wohlrapp [80].
Using the Agora in a deliberative context would require incorporation of values
for the projected consequences and the development of an appropriate qualitative
decision-theory, topics which have received some recent attention in AI. For ex-
ample, in [19, 60] we developed monolectical argumentationformalisms for the
articulation and manipulation of statements of qualitative value, as part of calculi
for qualitative decision-making.

We believe the Risk Agora has a number of potential benefits. Firstly, as pre-
sented in Section 1, the use of an argumentation formalism enables the qualitative
representation of epistemic uncertainty which can coherently incorporate multiple
types of evidence and support intersubjective agreement between participants. In
the carcinogenic risk domain, these are not typically features of quantitative for-
malisms. Secondly, by articulating precisely the arguments used to assert carcino-
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genicity, gaps in knowledge and weaknesses in arguments canbe identified more
readily. Such identification could be used to prioritize bio-medical research ef-
forts for the particular chemical. Thirdly, by exploring the consequences of claims,
the Risk Agora can serve a social maieutic function, making explicit knowledge
which may only be latent. Moreover, once instantiated with the details of a par-
ticular debate, the system could be used for self-educationby others outside the
scientific community concerned, or, as mentioned above, be used for deliberation
over the regulatory or societal decisions involved.21 Finally, with argumentation
increasingly being used in the design of multi-agent systems [4, 61], the formalism
presented here could readily be adapted for deliberative dialogues between inde-
pendent software agents.
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